In a 1977 paper [3] , K. de Leeuw, Y. Katznelson and J.-P. Kahane proved that every square summable sequence is dominated by the sequence of Fourier coefficients of a continuous function on the circle group, T. As the authors mentioned, this result is true, with the same proof, for any compact abelian group in the role of T and its dual group in place of the integers, Z. This paper answers the same question for a compact nonabelian group. Using appropriate tools, our proof parallels that of [3] . All notation and terminology used here without explicit definition is as in [2] .
Let G be an infinite compact group with dual object 2. For each a G 2, let U" be a representation in a and let %a, its representation space, have dimension dc. If <$>(%") is the space of operators on %a, define || ||2 on £H9C") by \\A°\\2 = Tt(A°A°')]/2. LetS(E) = no6z6$(3î,,)andletS2(2:)bethesetof^ =(Aa) 6 £(2) satisfying \\Ah=(2da\\A°\\l)]/~<™-Finally, T will designate the compact group Il^j^it/,,), where %(</") is the group of all unitary operators on Xa.
We make use of the following results.
(l)Let/(K) = Iad0TT(B°V°)(VE T) be a finite sum. Then Proof. Let x E G be fixed but arbitrary. Let S,,/, be the nth partial sum of/, and S", that of II AII \. (These partial sums are relative to some arbitrary and fixed enumeration of the set {o E 2: A" ¥= 0}.)
Using the inequality exp|z|< 2*_, \ |exp2i*¿ J... the invariance of the Haar integral on T and (1).
/exPA|S"A(x)|¿V^2exp(4X2S"). Consequently. £ has positive T-measure. Lemma 2. Suppose B E & 2 ( 2) . Let e, tj > 0 be given and suppose that II B II : «£ e. Then there is a choice of V ET such that the function h E L2(G). whose Fourier series is 10 da Tr( B" V°U°( x )). satisfies
Proof. Let À = r//8e2. Invoke Lemma 1 to obtain V E T so that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Let {a2, ©3, a4_} be a countably infinite subset of 2, with no repetitions.
Let A"" be the da X i/o -matrix whose (1, l)-entry is 1/ Jnda log« and whose other entries are zero. Let A" -0 for all other a G 2. Then A E £2 (2) . By the preceding theorem, there exists a function/ G C(c7) with ||/(ct)||2^IM°||: for every o G 2. for all sufficiently large n,fE t^pCS,).
